Proquest Database descriptions

ABI/INFORM Complete
A comprehensive and diverse business database. It includes Company profiles, industry and commodity reports, and business cases.

The Arts
This database provides vocational information focused on the arts. Subject coverage includes architecture, building and construction, business, design, education, fashion, media and more.

Business
The Business database provides a comprehensive business research solution. It includes journals relating to business, accounting, banking, tax and entrepreneurship.

Computing
Proquest’s Computing database includes computer security, software development, Web Commerce & much more.

Education Journals
Contains the leading full-text journals in education and related fields. Offers complete information on hundreds of educational topics in primary, secondary and higher education as well as special education, home schooling and adult education subjects.

Health and Medicine
This resource offers users vital clinical, biomedical, and health journals as well as curriculum-based health videos.

Safari Books Online
Safari Books Online is an on-demand digital library and contains mostly IT related titles.

Science and Technology
This database includes vocational level information focused on science and technology. Subject coverage includes biology, chemistry, environmental science, materials science, computing and engineering.

Social Sciences
ProQuest Social Science Journals provide information on hundreds of topics, including addiction studies, urban studies, family studies, and international relations.

Vogue Archive
Contains the entire run of Vogue magazine (US edition) from 1892 to the present day. Every page, cover, advertisement, image, and fold out is indexed, searchable, and viewable in beautiful high-resolution colour.